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Join us for an Admissions Coffee
February 13, March 22, May 1 from 9:15-11 am

Preschool Information Session to follow from 11-11:45 am
To register, call 773.681.8418 or admissions@shschicago.org

6250 N. Sheridan Rd., Chicago, Illinois 60660  |  www.shschicago.org

Announcing New Preschool / Opening Fall 2019!

Preschool and Junior Kindergarten 2019-20 
Senior Kindergarten Regular Decision 2019-20

Sacred Heart is a Catholic, independent, PK-8 school. Inspired teaching,  
personalized learning and a supportive community ensure that our students  

thrive academically and grow in goodness, self-knowledge, and service to others.

Your child is our mission.  
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Connecting a 
diverse community 
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the resources they 
need to navigate 
parenting in the city

From the Executive Director 
Dear Members,

Congratulations: You made it through the holiday season! No more Elf on a Shelf for a 

whole 11 months. No more off-kilter sleep schedules thanks to a cruel combination of 

sugar and time-zone shifts. And perhaps most important, the kids are back in school!

All jokes aside, we’d like to congratulate you on the biggest accomplishment of all: 

parenthood. Now that we’re settling back into a regular routine, we’re reminded of 

those everyday challenges that deserve their own pats on the back, from the insanely 

long days (and longer nights) of caring for a newborn, to the emotional roller coaster of 

applying to high schools.

Yes, making it through another year is an accomplishment. But let’s not forget about the 

everyday challenges within that year. From the NPN staff’s families to yours, kudos to all 

of you for the little milestones that ladder up to the big ones.

Here’s to a wonderful 2019,

Elizabeth Knutson,  

Executive Director

P.S. I’d love to meet some fellow 

working moms at our second annual 

Working Moms Happy Hour on 

Thursday, February 21! Check out our 

online calendar for details.
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• Specializing in relational, developmental,
emotional, behavioral, and trauma-related
challenges

• Expert interdisciplinary clinical staff
• Assessments, neuropsychological evaluations,

and academic testing through age 8

Are you concerned about 
your baby or young child? 
Erikson Institute Center for Children and 
Families provides family-centered infant/early 
childhood mental health services for prenatal to 
6-year-olds with their parents.

To schedule an appointment, 
call 312.709.0508.
Center for Children and Families
451 North LaSalle Street
Chicago, IL 60654-4510
www.erikson.edu/ccf

OPENING SOON: Centro para Niños y Familias, 
in Chicago's Little Village/La Villita community
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OVERHEARD ON THE FORUM

FIRST WORDS What’s new with NPN  
and our members

MEMBER SP    TLIGHT

What are your favorite NPN events,  
and why? The first group I joined within 
NPN was the New Moms group. It was such 
a relief to be around fellow new moms who 
understood what I was going through. I 
still keep in touch with one of the moms 
(we bonded over our kids not sleeping!). I 
also enjoyed the Working Mom Lunches. 
I always walked away learning something 
new or just feeling solidarity with moms who 
are also juggling motherhood and career. 

And lastly, I’m so grateful for a Moms in Business (MIB) group I found 
[independent of NPN]. It made me realize how important it is to have 
a “tribe” that understands the unique challenges of running a business 
and having a family. In addition to business support, the group rallies to 
support moms in all aspects of their lives. When my daughter was born 
7 weeks early, that group came together and brought me baby clothes, 
meals, nursing supplies, snack bags to bring to the NICU, as well as 
emotional support. A few years later, when I found myself having to 
suddenly pack up and move my design office, one of the members who 
owns a toy store generously provided moving boxes to me (twice!).

What is the best advice you’d give to new parents? Everything goes 
in phases. When I was a new mom, it was hard to see the light at the 
end of the (sleepless) tunnel. Now that I have two kids, I know that 
everything is a phase — and eventually they will sleep through the 
night. But then they will become 2nd graders who stay up late reading 
books! Also, every child is different. When my first child was an infant, I 
desperately wanted him to be like those babies I had heard about who 
fall asleep effortless when you place them in the crib. It just wasn’t part 
of his unique personality. (Now, the kid sleeps so soundly, we have to 
wake him up for school!)

What’s the best thing about spending wintertime with kids?  
What’s the worst? I have to admit I was never a fan of winter until I 
had kids. Now, let’s say, I tolerate it — and just might enjoy a snow day 
outdoors with the kids. Getting a “snow day” as an adult is always fun! 

What advice do you have for all the working moms out there?  
Ask for help. When my first child was born, I thought I had to do it all. 
Talking to the moms in my support groups made me realize there is 
no shame in asking for help: we can’t do it all and we shouldn’t try to. 
Also, find a group where you can get support and encouragement from 
like-minded people.

What’s the funniest thing one of your kids has done in recent 
memory? A great example of “your kids are actually listening to you”: 
While leaving the toy department during a recent Target trip, my 
3-year-old spotted a little boy looking at a toy. She sternly told him, 
“You can’t get those. You can only get those for your birthday!”

Know someone who’d make a great subject for Spotlight?  
Let us know! Write to newsletter@npnparents.org.

Lidia Varesco Racoma, NPN member since 2011 
NPN Parent & Business Member

The days are long, and the nights are short.  
A recent thread on the forum asks, How do you 
spend your evenings after the kids go to bed?
“I watch TV, read, online shop, sleep, eat cake.”

“I have such grand plans for every night: organize closets, purge and 
clean out other closets, organize online photos and print, but then the 
kids go to bed and I’m physically and mentally spent, so I watch TV.”

“I find it useless to try and get anything done at night. My best strategy 
is to get to bed early (9–10 pm) and get up at 5-ish in the morning. This 
gives me a solid hour or 2 to get things done w/o interruption.”

“After the kids are in bed, I attempt nothing of substance. I also 
tend to go to bed early, which is the best way I can spend my time in 
my current exhausted state!”

“Usually watch TV and try not to drink too much gin.”

“I call a friend most nights and talk on the phone old-school style! I 
also look at social media, text friends, shop online, watch TV while 
attempting to do basic calisthenics/yoga. Also wine.” 

“CRASH!”

SEPTEMBER

15

UPCOMING EVENTS
Visit npnparents.org /calendar for more great events!

JANUARY

9

JANUARY

26

FEBRUARY

21

MARCH

31

Free Family Play Time

Little Beans Cafe, 1809 W. Webster Ave.

Settle in for an afternoon of playtime with a hot latte on 
deck. Our monthly meet-up at this family-friendly cafe 
is the perfect place to get to know other members in a 
relaxed setting. 

NPN Member Mingle

Smart Love Preschool, 2222 N. Kedzie Blvd

Trade the winter doldrums for a Sunday play date! 
Bond with fellow NPN families over pizza, open play 
and more. Mingles are perfect for children from birth 
to age 5 and older siblings are always welcome.

Working Moms Happy Hour

Leo Burnett, 35 W. Wacker Dr.

Working moms, this one’s for you. Kick back and 
mingle with like-minded ladies while enjoying a 
hosted happy hour full of empowerment. Don’t miss 
our keynote speaker, announced in January!

Developmental Differences Resource Fair

DePaul College Prep, 3633 N. California Ave.

Now in its eighth year, DDRF is your one-stop shop 
for schools, services and other resources that cater 
to families supporting children with developmental 
differences. It’s free for everyone!
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COMBATING WINTER ASTHMA
By Payal Patel, NPN member since 2014

ASK AN EXPERT

WASH HANDS! THIS SIMPLE ACT CAN HELP CURB 
THE SPREAD OF VIRAL ILLNESSES AS THEY OFTEN 
SPREAD FROM CONTACT WITH INFECTED HANDS.

Photo courtesy Payal Patel

4. Wash hands! This simple act can help curb the spread 
of viral illnesses as they often spread from contact with 
infected hands. For this reason, it’s important to remind 
children to regularly wash hands. It also helps to not touch 
our eyes, nose and mouth, as this is one way we allow 
transfer of viruses into our body.

5. Indoor exercising. If exercising in the cold air triggers 
an asthma attack, first consider exercising indoors. If 
participating in sports doesn’t allow this option, focus on 
breathing through the nose more than the mouth. Breathing 
through the nose allows for air to become humidified 
before it reaches the lungs. This is important because it’s 
often the dry air that triggers airway narrowing. If your 
child is still struggling with outdoor winter sports, talk to 
your doctor as they may suggest inhaler treatment.

Payal Patel is a board certified pediatric Allergy and Immunology 

physician. She is a mother to two spirited children and one docile 

labradoodle named Fraggle. Like many Chicagoans, she spends these 

cold winter months hibernating indoors while following the Bears 

through their ups and downs.

There’s nothing better than staying warm and cozy inside 
during the bone-chilling winter months. However, spending 
so much time indoors with our loved ones also makes it 
easier to spread respiratory viral infections. These infections 
are the major culprit behind asthma exacerbations in kids. 
In fact, up to 85 percent of asthma exacerbations in school 
age kids are due to viral illnesses.

Additionally, the cold dry air itself causes some children to 
experience asthma symptoms. Exercising or playing sports 
outdoors in the cold can trigger coughing, wheezing and 
even shortness of breath.

Here are five easy tips that can help your child get through 
the cold months.  

1. Have an updated asthma action plan from your 
doctor. Let’s face it: Most of us get at least one cold during 
the winter months. The key is to be prepared when this 
happens since it can lead to an asthma attack. Have specific 
steps to follow and know exactly what to look out for.   

2. Get vaccinated against the flu. The influenza virus 
increases the risk of hospitalizations (including Intensive 
Care Unit stays) in kids with asthma. The Center for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recommends yearly 
vaccination to reduce both mortality and transmission 
of the virus. Keep in mind, however, the nasal spray flu 
vaccination is not recommended in children with asthma.

3. Make sure to have fast acting inhalers on hand. 
It’s important to have “rescue inhalers” not only at home, 
but also at school and during sports activities for children 
with asthma. These are effective in quickly alleviating 
asthma symptoms.
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www.bischicagosl.org
admissions@bischicagosl.org
(773) 998-2472

Personalized Learning.
International Curriculum.

Ambitious Students.
Our personalized approach to learning 

enables students ages 3 to 18 
to reach their highest potential! 

Visit our website to complete the  
2019-20 application.

bischicagosl.org/admissions

CALL TO SCHEDULE  
A SCHOOL TOUR
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STAYING ACTIVE IN WINTER 
By Rose McClean & Chicago Pediatric Therapy & Wellness Center staff, NPN members since 2015

ASK AN EXPERT

Lights, camera, action
Kids can use their imagination to put on a play for family 
members. They can recreate their own version of their 
favorite book or movie, or write an original script. Encourage 
your child to design their own costume using their clothes 
or by making a costume with paper, fabric and the universal 
sewing machine — a stapler! To add even more fun, they 
can use items to create a “stage” such as hanging a sheet 
for a curtain or finding props for their performance.

Find your chi
Teach your little yogis some kid-friendly poses using 
premade yoga cards. YouTube has great yoga practices, as 
well, that are frequently “themed” and set to music. (Can 
you say Star Wars yoga poses, my young padawan?) Yoga 
practice can keep your kids moving while improving their 
balance and flexibility. It’s a great way for all ages to play 
together and help stretch away the winter blues.

Hopscotch it down the hallway
In order to play hopscotch inside, use construction paper, 
stickers or tape on tile or hardwood to make the hopscotch 
game pattern almost anywhere. Encourage kids to skip 
areas by throwing a stuffed animal at a square to skip over.

Family game night
Instead of sitting to play a board game, try choosing a 
family game like Twister or Charades to encourage more 
gross motor movement! This is a surefire way to stay active 
and add a lot of laughs to an evening.

Bounce your sillies out
A mini trampoline is great way to keep moving that does 
not take up a lot of space. Many fold up and can fit neatly 
under the bed until the next jumping emergency.

Find your happy sensory place
Make sensory bins for your child to experiment with. Fill up 
plastic contains with water beads, dried food goods (corn 
kernels, rice, beans, pasta etc.), kinetic sand, or cornstarch and 
water. Allow kids to put their hands (and maybe even feet?) in 
them. You can hide toys in the bins and go on a treasure hunt!

Hopefully, we’ve got you started with some good ideas 
to get your creative juices flowing, your kids movin’ and 
groovin’, and everyone’s lives a little saner to survive the 
winter blues. Happy motoring!

Chicago Pediatric Therapy & Wellness Center is a therapist-owned, 

pediatric therapy practice that provides physical, occupational, speech 

and developmental therapy services in both the clinic setting and 

through the Early Intervention program. We work with children of all 

ages, from premature infants to young adults.

Inactivity during winter months can have a negative effect 
on a family’s physical and mental health. Research has 
shown when kids don’t get enough activity, it could result 
in difficulty sleeping, behavior problems, and inattention 
for academic tasks. That’s why it’s important to keep your 
kids active all year round, especially during those long 
winter months. And no one understands this more than 
Chicagoans! It’s difficult to get outside and participate in 
activities in the blistering wind of this city. To stay active 
while not having to leave your house and face the tundra, 
we’ve put together some fun ideas to help your family stay 
sane and survive inside.

Living room warrior course
You can create gross motor obstacle courses in your home 
using everyday items. Use step stools to step up and down 
— or, even better, jump to stay off of the “hot lava” (which is 
the carpet, of course); walk along a tightrope (aka a taped line 
on the floor); practice balancing while stepping across floating 
islands in the ocean (better known as couch cushions). Other 
great ideas to add to your obstacle course: animal walks (such 
as bear walking or frog jumping from one point to another), 
skipping or hopping on one foot, or crawling through stacked 
up pillows or under blankets. Encourage your child to follow 
this path in order to retrieve pieces for a puzzle from one end 
of the room to another, or see how long it takes them to finish 
the obstacle course.  Have them “beat their personal best” 
without stepping off of any obstacles along the way!

Dance party!
Turn up the music and move your bodies to your favorite 
tunes. Ask your child for their request and DJ their own 
personal dance party. Instead of sitting to watch a movie, 
play your children’s favorite soundtrack from the film and 
have a dance off or act out the movie. Another fun dance 
game is to try a “copy dance.” Each participant teaches 
their favorite move for the other family members to master. 
Some older children may even want to make up their own 
routine and put on a performance for the family. Announce 
them to the stage and encourage costume changes! You 
can also practice listening skills with a game of freeze 
dance. The rules are simple: dance when the music plays 
and freeze when it stops. First one to move is out!
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NEW YEAR’S FOOD SAFETY
By Mitzi Baum, NPN member since 2010

ASK AN EXPERT

START THE NEW YEAR WITH A QUICK PURGE OF 
POTENTIALLY HAZARDOUS FOODS FROM YOUR 
KITCHEN. YOUR FAMILY (AND THEIR BODIES) 
WILL THANK YOU.

Photo courtesy Mitzi Baum

Extended shelf-life in the freezer
The freezer is a shelf-life extender. You don’t need to toss 
anything from the freezer. The only issue you may have with 
frozen foods is if they’ve been frozen too long. The quality 
of foods that have been in the freezer for more than a year 
may be less than you prefer once it is thawed and cooked.

Food safety vs. food quality
There is a difference. Foods that are fresh need to be 
refrigerated for food safety. Foods that are jarred, canned, 
dry or frozen have much longer shelf-life. The FoodKeeper 
App and online database (www.foodsafety.gov) is a great 
tool for you to reference to keep foods safe and reduce 
wasting good food.

Basic food safety tip
When preparing meals, hand washing is the best way to 
reduce the spread of bacteria that cause foodborne illness. 
Studies show that with proper hand washing, the incidence 
of foodborne illness is greatly reduced. So, wash your 
hands (with soap) frequently!

Mitzi D. Baum, M.Sc. is Managing Director, Food Safety for Feeding 

America. She received her Bachelor’s degree from Bowling Green  

State University and her Masters’ degree in food safety from Michigan 

State University. She lives in North Center with her husband and their 

10-year-old daughter. 

It happens to all of us. You know, the science experiment 
in the back of the refrigerator in that container that you’ve 
been avoiding. Or perhaps the last slice of lunch meat from 
before school ended for holiday break. Start the new year 
with a quick purge of potentially hazardous foods from 
your kitchen. Your family (and their bodies) will thank you. 
Following are some tips to keep in mind when trying to 
decide what to keep and what to toss.

Tips for keeping foods safe in the refrigerator
n    Any deli meat that has been in your fridge for more 

than a week past the date on the bag should be tossed. 
Spoilage indicators (mold, slime, off odor) will be present 
— these are the signs it’s time to throw it out.

n    Any leftovers should be tossed within 3-5 days of cooking. 
If you’re reheating leftovers, they should be heated to 
a minimum of 165°F for at least 15 seconds which will 
eliminate any harmful level of bacteria.

n    Did you know the date on your milk carton is a stock 
rotation date? The date has nothing to do with the safety 
of the product. Pasteurized milk has spoilage indicators, 
and can be consumed up to seven days past the stock 
rotation date on the carton.

Shelf-life in the pantry
Any baby food that is past the sell-by date (stamped on jars/
boxes) should be thrown away. This is the only shelf-life date 
that is regulated by the US Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA). Any cereal products (pancake mix, muffin mix, cake 
mix, etc.) that have been in the pantry for a long time are 
safe to keep. However, they are susceptible to weevils, so 
check your pantry shelving for signs of this type of pantry 
bug (dead bugs, bug casings).
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CREATING CONNECTION
By Laurie Empen, NPN member since 2012

Fostering such connection requires disconnecting from 
work and electronic devices. When you leave the office, 
the phone (and other electronics) is off until children are in 
bed. I have witnessed, in my own childcare/family support 
practice, that too many moms do not give themselves 
time to transition to really being home. This is key. Create 
a plan that allows you to be present for your children the 
moment you walk through the door so that you greet 
your child/ren with love and excitement — not with your 
head still in your phone.    

Simple things matter and create memories for children. 
Some ideas include: hugs, ticklng, playfully chase, reading, 
singing, dancing, working on puzzles, cooking, coloring or 
drawing, asking what made them laugh that day, or what 
surprised them. On the weekends, they may have classes 
to attend, but try and carve out family time with meals 
together. If they’re older, add a movie. Take walks together. 
Limit screen time on personal devices.  

Recently, I spent time with 11-year-old twins I met/cared 
for consistently at two months, until they were four. 
They still ask me to scratch their backs while singing “My 
Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean” when putting them to bed. 
It’s the routine I started when they were babies. That’s  
connection. That’s balance.

Helpful books: The Emotional Life of the Toddler by Alicia 
F. Lieberman, Ph.D.; and Between Parent and Child, by Dr. 
Haim G. Ginott.

Laurie Empen earned her master’s degree in Child Development from 

the Erikson Institute, and is the former Creator/Director of Ms. Laurie’s 

Play Group. She is also a practicing childcare/family support provider and 

postpartum doula.

SIMPLE THINGS MATTER AND CREATE 
MEMORIES FOR CHILDREN. 

#REALTALK

Given the traditional definition of balance as “equilibrium” 
or “stability from the even distribution of weight,” 
achieving that seems impossible when applied to the lives 
of working moms. 

For instance, dividing the 24-hour day into work and home 
life, using a typical 9-to-5 job, it could mean waking by 6am 
to get ready for work (including ourselves and our children), 
the commute, physical presence in the office/meetings/
travel for work, then home by 6pm, or 7pm. Twelve or 
thirteen hours are gone. For children on the younger side, 
bedtime falls between 6:30pm or 7:30pm. Any working 
mom is lucky to spend that last hour with her child/ren, 
except it’s spent handling feeding, bathing and bedtime. 
Can you see how unattainable balance is, in terms of time? 
This is true for working moms, but it applies to dads, too.

Stop. Breathe. Accept that having a family — and working 
— is challenging. I believe there is something that works 
to lessen the guilt, the frustration, the exhaustion, and 
the possible sense of failure that too many working moms 
may feel. 

The solution? Connection.  

Spending more time with children doesn’t necessarily mean 
you are connecting with them. It doesn’t guarantee creating 
that bond — that  sense of importance that undivided 
attention gives to children and, in turn, helps them create 
their sense of self, safety, and the ability to trust their feelings/
emotions and express them. 

Instead, let go of wishing you had more time and create 
meaning in the time you have. Connecting adds more 
“weight” to the stability of the work/life balance, rather 
than merely putting in an equal number of minutes or 
hours with a child. 

Photo courtesy Laurie Empen
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2019-2020 ST. BENEDICT OPEN HOUSE

                          St. Benedict Preparatory School is devoted to preparing students for learning, 
achievement, and service in the 21st Century global society.  Our commitment to inclusive and rigorous 
challenge creates a dynamic, innovative, and active learning experience in which the needs of the whole 
student are met.  At St. Benedict Preparatory School, the strengths of each child become an inspiration 
to others to learn fearlessly, to lead responsibly, and to serve joyfully.

CALL FOR A TOUR TODAY!  773-509-3814

700+ 
Student Enrollment

10:1 
Student Teacher Ratio 

Pre-K and K

18:1 
Student Teacher Ratio 

Grades 1 through 8

Over 
60% 
Faculty with 

Advanced Graduate 
Degrees/Studies

25+ 
Athletic Teams 

and Clubs

1:1
One-to-One 

School-Issued 
Laptop/Tablet Device 

Program 
Grades K through 8

STEM
Exploratory Labs in 

Preschool, Elementary, 
and Middle School 

6 
Fine Arts Course 

Offerings

2 
Foreign Language 

Offerings

St. Benedict Preparatory School
Our Passion is the Best Possible You

Sunday, January 27  
11:30AM-12:30PM | PREK - GRADE 8

St. Benedict Preparatory School   I   3900 N. Leavitt Street   I   Chicago, IL  60618   I   773-509-3814   I   www.stbenedict.com
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STUNNING

 � Thirty contemporary 
residences 

 � Thoughtfully 
designed four 
bedroom plus 
den residences

 � Highly functional 
living spaces from 
1950 to 2500 s.f.

 � Everyday dining 
for 10–12 people

 � $999K – $1.5M 

 � In-District for top 
rated Alcott School

 � Penthouses available 

LINCOLN 
PARK     
LUXURY

PRIVATE ELEVATOR RESIDENCES  
in EAST LINCOLN PARK

SALES CENTER AT 509 W DIVERSEY PKWY

OPEN DAILY 12-6  |  773.904.7792

THEHAMPDENS.COM

Sotheby’s International Realty and the Sotheby’s International Realty logo are registered (or unregistered) service marks used with permission. Sotheby’s International 
Realty Affiliates LLC fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act. Each Office Is Independently Owned And Operated. If your 
property is listed with a real estate broker, please disregard. It is not our intention to solicit the offerings of other real estate brokers. We are happy to work with them and
cooperate fully. Although information, including measurements, has been obtained from sources deemed reliable, accuracy is not guaranteed. ©2018 The Hampdens
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WINTER STRESS By Nicole Walker, NPN member since 2011

HOW TO DEAL

MY LEAST FAVORITE SEASON IS WINTER — 
NOT JUST BECAUSE OF THE BLUSTERY COLD, BUT 
ALSO WHAT IT MEANS FOR ME AS A MOM TO 
TWO YOUNGER CHILDREN. 

Getting out of the house on time
My husband and I already have a hard time getting out 
of the house at the same time everyday. All of our efforts 
to leave on time dissipate for about 1–2 weeks when 
winter hits. From missing boots, shoes, gloves and hats 
to walking slower because of the weight of all of those 
clothes,  I dread it.

TIP: Instead of stripping and throwing clothes and outerwear 
everywhere, designate a space where you can hang coats 
and a basket for hats and gloves. You will have a little more 
peace of mind and help reinforce positive habits.

Nicole Walker is a working mom living in the big city with her two 

beautiful children and husband. In 2017, she embarked on a journey 

to take at least one mommy break once a week for a year and blogged 

throughout the journey on the cool experiences she enjoyed as well 

as some of the ups and downs. In that year she took over 70 mommy 

breaks! Since completing that mission, she wrote a book, The Mommy 

Break Project: A Self Care Manifesto, to help moms be more intentional 

about their self-care, as well. Her vision is for The Mommy Break Project to 

become the go-to destination for all things mommy breaks for all moms.

There are many pros and cons to living in the Midwest 
and, specifically, Chicago. But one thing you can always 
count on is experiencing all four seasons within the 
calendar year. My least favorite season is winter — not 
just because of the blustery cold, but also what it means 
for me as a mom to two younger children. With the arrival 
of winter comes three things that can make parent life 
that much more challenging: 

1. Facing the barrage of colds

2.  Managing the longer commute times to 
everywhere

3. Getting out of the house on time

The following tips I am about to share are also faithful 
reminders and ideas I need to implement.  

Facing the barrage of colds
I will be the first to unashamedly admit that my children 
have made me quite the germaphobe. I am that mom that 
will kiss them on the back of their head vs their cheek when 
they start hacking or sneezing or snotting (I know you know 
what this means). I feel anxiety whenever I see one of my 
children acting lethargic or feeling warm. I sometimes wish 
I could put a little tiny camera on their shirt so that I can 
remind them to “Wash your hands!” and “Don’t put your 
mouth on the water fountain spout!” etc.

TIP: One thing I do to help stave off the germs is to keep a 
bottle of hand sanitizer in the car.  This way, if I give them 
a snack or we make an unplanned dinner stop, I can rest 
assured that at least they’re eating with clean hands. 

Managing the longer commute times
Icy roads mean efforts to arrive to school, the Saturday 
activity, or birthday party just in the nick of time are pretty 
much out of the window. I am always running late! Most 
of the time it’s because I’m victim to trying to fit too much 
into too small of a timeframe.

TIP: No parents need the added stress of always running 
late.  Do yourself a favor and update your calendar invites 
to start 15 minutes earlier in the winter. The early arrival 
and absence of “stress sweat” will be worth it.

Photo courtesy Nicole Walker
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As your family meetings progress, there are more components 
to add:

n    Jobs. Give members of the family jobs for the meeting. 
The jobs rotate so that every person has an opportunity 
to do every job. Some sample jobs are secretary, chef (if 
snacks are made), chairperson, etc.

n    Solve problems. This is perhaps one of the greatest 
benefits of family meetings. During the week, family 
members write down (or draw, or dictate) problems that 
need to be solved. It should be recorded in a notebook 
that is kept in a consistent location. Both parents and 
kids can write down problems that need to be solved.

n    Schedule. Review the family schedule for the week and 
any upcoming events.

n    Plan for fun. Plan family outings or activities. 

Meetings should match the personality of the family. 
Consider creating a family meeting theme song or choose 
a talking stick. You could designate or create a special 
blanket to sit on or music to play. The sky is the limit: what 
can you add that will make the time together more fun? Try 
asking your kids at your next family meeting!

To learn more about family meetings, visit  
www.postivediscpline.com or read Positive Discipline  
by Jane Nelson.

Dana Thomas is an experienced educator and certified Positive Discipline 

Trainer. She is married with two children. She enjoys volunteering, 

coaching soccer and traveling.

RESOLVING TO WORK AS A FAMILY
By Dana Thomas, NPN member since 2004

FEATURE

“It has gone off of the rails.”

Occasionally, when I stop running from place to place and  
from one task to another, I take a moment to stop and 
reflect on how family operations are running. And 
occasionally, when I do that, I think, “It has gone off the 
rails!” The “it” in that sentence could refer to any number  
of things: routines, behaviors, time together as a family, 
time with my husband, healthy meals, time spent on 
technology — you get the picture.

The new year is a common time for reflection and evaluation, 
and since kids have grown and changed since the fall, now 
may be a good time to reset and get back on track.

Family meetings are a great way to address the needs of 
your family in an inclusive and cooperative manner. A family 
meeting is simply a time together to interact, have fun and 
to solve problems. It is a time where every member of the 
family has a voice and is heard. Family meetings increase 
the opportunity for family connections and focus on solving 
problems without blaming, accusing or shaming. They 
encourage a sense of belonging and provide practice in 
both listening and speaking. 

To set up for your first family meeting:
n    Choose a day and time that works for every member of 

the family
n    Keep the meeting short, maybe 10-20 minutes, 

depending on the age and abilities of your children 
n    Choose a comfortable location with minimal distractions

n    Consider a fun snack or treat for the meeting 

Start small, keep it short, and have fun. The agenda for your 
first family meeting might look like this:

1.  Explain what a family meeting is: a time to have 
fun as a family and to solve problems, when they occur.

2.  Give compliments, appreciations and  
express gratitude

a.  Every family meeting begins with each person giving 
and receiving compliments. This can be tricky. Start 
small and model. Give examples and teach this as 
a new skill if needed. Wording that may help is “I 
appreciate when you…” and “Thank you for…” 

b.  A simple way to receive a compliment is to say,  
“Thank you.”

3.  Eat your delicious snack and play a short  
family game

4. Meeting adjourned!

Photo courtesy Dana Thomas
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beat by observing and participating. Active music making 
used to be more integrated into our culture, but today we 
need to be more intentional about it with our children. We 
certainly can do that by bringing our little ones to a music 
class each week, but it’s more than that. We need to make 
music a part of our everyday lives.

Fortunately, the program that I enrolled my daughter in 
included a CD and songbook to take home. I learned ideas 
in class about how to make transitions throughout the day 
smoother, routines more fun, and bedtime more peaceful. 
It was amazing to see how she responded when I sang to 
her and I learned that this was because babies’ ears are 
specifically tuned into their parents’ voices. This made me 
her most important music teacher.

I’ve come to believe that all children can reach basic music 
competence, the ability to sing in tune and keep a steady 
beat, provided their early environment supports such 
learning. Now I’ve got a new mission to let other parents 
know what I’ve learned, and make the world more musical 
one family at a time.

Camille McClain’s musical journey has led her from a career in orchestra 

management to now running Merry Music Makers, a music school on 

the North Side of Chicago with group classes, lessons and camps in 

Lakeview, Andersonville, Edgewater, and Lincolnwood. She lives in North 

Center with her husband and two children.

EARLY CHILDHOOD MUSIC 
By Camile McClain, NPN member since 2011

FEATURE

My entire life changed after my first child was born. Not 
just in the usual welcome-to-parenting ways, but in some 
major, unexpected ways. I had planned to keep working my 
full-time job in Washington, D.C. But after she was born, I 
decided to leave my job and move with my husband to his 
hometown of Chicago.

There I was living in Chicago in December with a 5-month-
old and a career on hold. How was I going to get through 
the cold winter in a new town where I didn’t know anyone 
or have any idea of what do with an infant? I turned to the 
internet for answers, found NPN, and signed up for a New 
Moms Group.

At the New Moms Group, we watched our babies do 
tummy time and exchanged recommendations about music 
classes, swimming, and other indoor activities. As a trained 
musician, the music class idea really caught my attention. 
But you don’t learn anything in music school about how to 
make music with children. Heck, I only knew a handful of 
songs to sing to my baby and they were starting to get old. 
Clearly, I needed help.

I checked out a few different music classes and found one 
with music that was more than just a kiddie rock soundtrack; 
it was led by a teacher who was really knowledgeable 
about music development. All the parents in class were 
singing along with the teacher and having a great time. 
Not only did I meet some other local moms and learn some 
songs to sing to my daughter, but I became really interested 
in learning about early childhood music development.

It turns out that music development is quite similar to 
language development, in that children learn language 
by hearing it from their caregivers and playing with the 
sounds. They also learn how to sing and move to the 

Photo courtesy Camile McClain

NOW I’VE GOT A NEW MISSION TO LET 
OTHER PARENTS KNOW WHAT I’VE 
LEARNED, AND MAKE THE WORLD MORE 
MUSICAL ONE FAMILY AT A TIME.
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FEATURE

Grab it. 
Arrive a little early to your kid’s appointment? Sit on a bench 
or in the car and just take some time (your kids may be 
surprised the first time). On the El? Stash the iPad and the 
coloring book. Stare out the window. In the car? Turn off 
satellite radio and the DVD player. Hum quietly and listen 
to how the sound changes with the surface of the road. 
(Insert Chicago pothole joke here.) Be on the lookout for 
quiet moments hiding amongst the commitments.

Be it. 
Just be. Don’t rush to fill the silence. Take some deep 
breaths, smell your kid’s hair, stare at the dust floating in 
the air. If talk happens, let it emerge and meander.

Focusing on a singular task can be hard enough. (Reading 
quietly together is a great baby-step to meet the silent-
connection potential in the space between people and 
things.) Surrendering to the open, seemingly unproductive 
act of not doing might seem impossible, but it’s not. This 
National Nothing Day, let’s rebel. Let’s actually celebrate 
nothing without doing anything, because nothing is really 
quite something.

Candice Blansett-Cummins parents two almost-not-teens, adores a 

naughty rescue mutt and eats the fine home-cooking of her Academic 

Coach husband of 25 years. She’s Founder of Wishcraft Workshop, an 

arts studio for families growing confident artists, curious thinkers and 

kind citizens. Learn more at wishcraftworkshop.com.

When my children were young, I traveled often for work. At 
home, I felt compelled to fill every moment with “quality-
time” activities. We went to museums, made art, walked 
on the beach, saw every kids movie. But there was one 
circumstance in which we’d do nothing. When I’d arrive 
home after a long trip, exhausted from crossing the 
International Dateline, we would all crawl into my bed and 
stay there. For hours. We’d talk. We’d nap. We’d essentially 
do nothing. And it was perfect.

January 16th is an unofficial annual “holiday”: National 
Nothing Day. The purpose of the day is reportedly to do 
nothing, celebrate nothing. Whatever the reason for this 
special day, it’s hardly nothing.

Ever heard this this corollary to “I’m bored”?: “There’s 
NOTHING to do!” Funny how we adults find nothing-to-
do a rare prize. But what if we intentionally created space 
for nothing?

It’s in the nothing moments that something magical happens. 
We daydream. We get silly. We cuddle. We create. We 
pretend. And if we’re together, and put down the electronics, 
turn off the television and stop talking to Alexa, we connect.

Juicy chunks of nothing time can be hard to come by and, 
while there is an entire holiday dedicated to not doing, 
slivers of nothing are available to all of us. If you’re curious 
or crave that special something only nothing can bring, 
following are ways to sneak a little nothing into your 
everything.

Plan it.
Winter in Chicago is perfect for this. Get up a little earlier 
on the weekend before running out the door to another 
activity. Invite everyone into bed or onto the sofa and just 
be together, before the rush. Or make an entire day of it. 
Plan the time but not the details — just wait and watch and 
listen. Don’t panic. It’s wonderful.

Photo courtesy Candice Blansett-Cummins

WHEN “NOTHING” IS REALLY SOMETHING
By Candice Blansett-Cummins, NPN member since 2012

IT’S IN THE NOTHING MOMENTS THAT 
SOMETHING MAGICAL HAPPENS. 
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The holidays are over, and with them (hopefully!) is the stress 
of completing Chicago elementary school applications. It’s time 
to take a well deserved break after having done your research, 
visited schools, and sent in your family’s applications. This is a 
perfect time to enjoy the lull before the next wave of school 
decisions and second guessing creeps in. While deep down 
we know it’s out of our hands until notifications come in a 
few weeks, we can’t quite help but think that there must be 
something more to do as we wait. Fear not: There are plenty of 
things to do to keep you busy if you desire!

January
If your child needs to test for CPS Selective Enrollment schools or 
do their private school playdates and observations, keep things 
light and stress-free; a nervous parent feeds into a nervous child. 
You want your children to be as relaxed as possible as they head 
in to their evaluations, so stay calm, mom and dad! The same 
can be said for parent interviews at private schools which can 
occur this month. Be relaxed and yourselves, but let the schools 
know what you love about them.

February
While CPS may be winding down its testing for Selective 
Enrollment seats, some private preschool programs begin 
notifying families as early as mid-February. For most, it’s a 
quiet month, which can be a great time to attend any school 
tours you missed in the fall.

March
Private elementary schools begin notifying in early March 
(many simultaneously on March 1), with an opportunity to 
ask any final questions before signing on the dotted line and 
submitting your year’s deposit. Unfortunately, most private 
school enrollment deadlines occur before CPS notifies families, 
so while one may submit a non-refundable deposit at a private 
school to “hold a spot,” check your enrollment contract for 
any penalties if you decide to break your contract. NPN’s 
popular Forum (npnparents.org/forums) heats up this month 
with parents asking advice of fellow new and veteran parents. 

April
CPS hasn’t indicated if they will notify early or late April, 
but this is the month that CPS families will be stalking their 
GoCPS accounts to see if any of their lottery-based offers 
(aka Choice; up to 20) were made, or if one of their Selective 
Enrollment Elementary Schools options (aka SEES; out of 
six max) were awarded. CPS typically has 2 weeks after first 
round notifications set aside to tour schools to help parents 
decide which to choose. Some parents may now be deciding 
between one or more private and public school offers, and the 
NPN Forum can be a great place to get experienced advice. 

WINTER SCHOOL UPDATES  
By Grace Lee Sawin, NPN member since 2001

FEATURE

Remember that you can’t send your child to multiple schools, 
but you also aren’t stuck for the next nine years if the school 
you choose doesn’t work out as expected.

May
CPS waitlists begin in earnest. Families can get offers for other 
CPS Choice schools or, if they didn’t hear from or accept a CPS 
SEES offer prior, they can hear from those programs throughout 
the summer as well. Accepting a Choice school will not take 
you out of the running for any other Choice school, but the 
SEES process is “single offer,” meaning if you accept one of your 
Selective Enrollment schools, you will no longer be in the pool 
for the other SE schools.  Only the entry years for magnet and 
selective enrollment programs use a Tier System for awarding 
seats, with magnet schools devoting a higher priority to 
incoming siblings. The entry year of a CPS SEES program has 
30% of seats set aside for high scorers from any Tier, and then 
each Tier has 17.5% of seats set aside for their high scorers, at 
least through the first 3 rounds of selection. Attrition year spots 
do not consider Tiers, however, and neither do Open Enrollment 
or other neighborhood based programs.

Summer Through Early Fall
CPS conducts many rounds of waitlist calls, emails and 
portal updates to let families know that waitlists are moving. 
Subsequently, private school waitlists may move as families 
tell their private schools whether they will be staying or 
making a change. The process continues throughout the 
summer into the new school year, so don’t be surprised if 
you get a call even after your child has made new friends 
early in the school year.

While the Chicago public and private school admissions 
process may seem overwhelming, know that in the end, 
you really do have many school choices at your disposal. If 
you haven’t found a great school fit yet, remember that the 
process begins again in October to apply for the following 
year (and NPN’s School Fair comes around again in early 
Fall!). Good luck to all!

Grace Lee Sawin is a co-founder of Chicago School GPS, www.

ChiSchoolGPS.com. ChiSchoolGPS helps Chicago families navigate 

the often confusing world of public and private school searches, 

from preschool to high school, so that they can arrive at their school 

destination, no matter when they begin their journey.

Photo courtesy Grace Lee Sawin
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TAKING BACK 
MOVIE NIGHT
By Lauren Viera, NPN member since 2015

If you’re anything like my family, typical screen-time rules go 
out the window during the holiday season. Between touch-
and-go school routines, long flights and layovers, and days 
that seemingly go dark just after lunch, playing an episode 
or seven is a no-brainer. If you’ve entered the new year 
hoping to reestablish screen time as a warm-and-fuzzy family 
experience rather than a fallback, we’re here to help.

Pick a night, any night
In my house, it’s Friday. And you can bet that from Wednesday 
onward, we’re counting down the hours to Friday Movie 
Night and what we’re going to watch. (Hint: It starts with 
Froz and ends with me turning to the Forum for help, hence 
the sidebar). Yes, there’s the occasional Saturday Movie 
Night (or Sunday Movie Morning), but establishing a weekly 
routine gives us all something to look forward to.

TV dinners
It’s taken months to train our 3.5-year-old to take bites in 
between staring at the screen. But it beats the alternative: 
a toddler-length (read: never-ending) dinner followed by a 
long movie that pushes bedtime into the danger zone. We 
opt for meals with minimal mess (hot dogs, pizza) to keep 
the couch clean, and clean-up minimal. Another idea: serve 
protein-packed snacks like SB&J sushi rolls (see this page).

PJ party
The best thing about movie night? Putting on comfy pants 
at 5pm with no judgment. It means we’re ready to snuggle 
once the lights are dimmed, and there’s one less step in the 
nighttime routine once the credits have rolled.

Lauren Viera lives in Logan Square with her husband and 3 ½-year-old 

daughter. A writer and journalist by trade, Lauren edits Parent to Parent and 

contributes to local and national publications.

FEATURE

MOVIE NIGHT SNACKS
By Karen Nochimowski,  
NPN member since 2017

Looking for a fun and simple recipe for movie night with 
the kiddos? How about “sushi”? This recipe can be easily 
completed under five minutes — including making an extra 
serving for yourself to nosh on while watching your favorite 
movie. 

SB&J SUSHI ROLLS
Makes 6 pieces

Ingredients 
�2�slices�of�wheat�bread�
2��teaspoons�creamy�SunButter�(or�smooth�peanut�butter,��

if�your�audience�is�OK�with�peanuts)�
2�teaspoon�strawberry�or�grape�jelly�(pick�your�favorite)�

Directions
n    Remove�crusts�from�bread.�Use�a�rolling�pin�to��

flatten�two�slices�of�bread.
n    Spread�1�teaspoon�of�SunButter�to�within�1/2-inch�of�edges.�
n    Top�SunButter�with�1�teaspoon�of�strawberry�or�grape�jelly
n    Roll�up�each�slice�of�bread�into�a�tight�spiral
n    Refrigerate�15�minutes�(optional)
n    Cut�into�2”�pieces�and�serve

Karen Nochimowski, the mom behind MommaChef.com, has loved cooking 

for as long as she can remember. The goal of Momma Chef blog is to help 

busy parents serve fabulous meals to their families with little effort and few 

ingredients. All Momma Chef recipes are made using less than 6 ingredients 

and take less than 6 minutes of prep time.  

HOW TO FREEZE  
FROZEN SYNDROME
For those of us who have sat through more encore screenings 
than we can count, it’s time to “Let It Go.” Following are 
some toddler-approved alternatives from the Forum.
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With the kiddos…
n    Indoor play areas. These are a no-brainer: inside, 

energy-burning, and fun!
n    Do lunch and grocery shopping. Stores like Mariano’s and 

Whole Foods have yummy and healthy dining options, 
and you can knock groceries off your “To Do” list.

n    Libraries with dedicated kid areas have family activities 
and kid reading rooms.

n    Firehouse tours: Kids can meet real firefighters and get 
behind-the-scenes with fire trucks. Super fun and super free.

n    Stores like Home Depot and Pottery Barn have kids’ 
workshops, art projects and story times. Chances are, 
if you’re prepping your home for sale, you’re going to 
head here at some point, anyway.

With the pooch…
n    You can shop with your dog — even big ones. Visit Pottery 

Barn, Home Depot, Urban Outfitters, Anthropologie, Blick 
Art Supplies, Harley Davidson (Wrigleyville location opening 
soon), Nordstrom, William Sonoma, Bloomingdale’s 
or Saks Fifth Avenue. Even if you’re just doing window 
shopping, no one needs to know.

n    Visit a self-serve dog wash and get a clean doggie for 
that clean house.

n    Amazon drop-off returns. It’s a great errand for those 
quick showings, and the location at Clark and Diversey 
has dog treats.

Having a plan can keep you on top of your game to manage 
life and a move. Happy New Year and happy house hunting!

Liza Balistreri Cahill and her husband, Brian, have enjoyed the urban 

Chicago adventure as a duo, with their beloved pup, and now as parents. 

A former litigation attorney, Liza currently practices her negotiation skills 

with her most formidable challenger: her 2-year-old daughter. She is a 

real estate agent with Coldwell Banker and is passionate about helping 

families find their perfect home.

NEW YEAR, NEW HOUSE?
By Liza Balistreri Cahill, NPN member since 2017

FEATURE

Is this the year to move into a new home? If you’re thinking 
about more space — or a different neighborhood, a shorter 
commute or just a change — January is the perfect time 
to start planning. The spring real estate market in Chicago 
actually starts next month (probably the only spring-like 
occurrence in February!), so now’s the time to jumpstart 
your selling/buying process. As a real estate agent, I know 
how helpful it is to plan for your home to be ready and 
connect with the right experts...and as a parent I know 
how vital it is to have a plan for the process to be as smooth 
as possible for your family. Here are my tips:

Declutter, donate, organize
n    Give yourself a week or two to clean out closets, 

drawers and anywhere “stuff” has accumulated.

n    Clothing can be sold on sites like ThredUp and Swap, 
donated to charities, or even recycled if no longer 
wearable (H&M, Feet Fleet and Nike all have textile and 
shoe recycling programs).

n    Orgs like Brown Elephant and Salvation Army will pick up 
furniture donations and toys — one less errand for you!

n    Finally, organize. Organize, organize, organize. It will 
put your home’s best foot forward for selling, and it will 
help you pack more efficiently come moving time.

Find a real estate agent
n    There are many agents out there. Pick one that has 

experience, knows the city and has a personality you 
want to work with.

n    Your agent should have a plan that takes into account 
your expectations, market trends and the real-life 
practicalities that go along with buying or selling a home.

n    Your agent should also be connected. Need an inspector? 
Attorney? Interior designer? Painter? Movers? Restaurant 
recommendation? A good agent should be a resource for 
many things.

Survive the showings
Once your home goes on the market, you need to be 
prepared to accommodate showings and open houses. 
This can be stressful if you have kids and dogs (especially 
if the weather isn’t great). But with a list of options, it can 
actually turn into fun and productive family time.

HAVING A PLAN CAN KEEP YOU ON TOP OF 
YOUR GAME TO MANAGE LIFE AND A MOVE.

Photo courtesy Liza Balistreri Cahill
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use Native American medicine/tarot cards and select a totem 
animal that will represent and empower us on our journey 
for the year. Second, and most fun of all, we paint/decorate 
T-shirts that reflect our vision and goals for the year ahead. 
It is fun to see how the depictions of goals on our T-shirts 
evolve over the years. 

Create Your Traditions
I share our New Year tradition that has many little traditions 
within it to spark ideas for the New Year experiences you 
want to create for your family. Here are a few components 
that can foster meaningful traditions for this season:

Review. Encompass all aspects of the year — positive and 
negative. Share out loud or journal about these.

Celebrate. Enjoy festive seasonal foods and décor and 
celebrate the year that has passed and welcome the year 
to come.

Plan. Dream, vision, set goals that relate to your vision. 
Focus on “being” rather than “doing.”

Dr. Gertrude Lyons has been a member of NPN since 1998 and is grateful 

to contribute to this organization that has given so much over the 

years of raising her now 19 and 22 year-old daughters. She is a coach 

specializing in maximizing the potential in couples and families.

WINTER IS NOT A TIME OF HIGH ACTIVITY 
OR “DOING;” IT’S A TIME OF DREAMING, 
PLANNING AND “BEING.” 

CREATING FAMILY TRADITIONS  
FOR THE NEW YEAR
By Gertrude Lyons, NPN member since 1998

FEATURE

Metaphors of the Season
The season of winter with the metaphors of dreaming, 
renewal, and preparing for the year ahead also lends itself 
well to this endeavor. Farmers use this season to take stock 
and review the previous year and plan for the next. Was 
it a good crop? What worked? What didn’t work? They 
also gather together as a community of farmers and share 
and compare their successes and failures. From here they 
make their plan for the spring planting season ahead. 
Winter is not a time of high activity or “doing;” it’s a time 
of dreaming, planning and “being.”

What would it look like for your family to take the lead 
from the wisdom of winter and the farmers whose lives are 
so closely tied to the season? Let me start by sharing a few 
ways our family has done this over the years.

Our New Year Traditions
On (or as near as possible) to New Year’s Day, we invite a 
handful of close friends to gather with our family. Of course, 
it is always fun to have festive food and a celebratory 
atmosphere, but most important we come together to share 
and support each other. Each person speaks about some lows 
(challenges, disappointments, losses) and highs (successes, 
wins, achievements) from the previous year. If there’s a child 
present who is pre-verbal, we speak for them, which is fun. 
I am amazed at how very early on toddlers understand the 
concept and can articulate these happenings for themselves. 
Sometimes we write down behaviors, negative thoughts, or 
grudges we want to let go of and release them by burning 
them in a fire. We look ahead to the coming year and start 
dreaming and visioning what we want for ourselves and 
each other. Then we get creative in a couple ways. First we 

Photo courtesy Gertrude Lyons
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RSVP for our Open House!
Come see our state-of-the-art five-story, 
75,000 square-foot campus located in the 
heart of Chicago and meet our highly-
trained team of teachers and staff at British 
International School of Chicago, Lincoln 
Park.

Here, your family will be able to learn 
about our STEAM collaboration with MIT, 
participate in a variety of activities, and 
learn how we can help your child invent the 
future.

January 13, 2019
10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
814 W. Eastman St.
admissions@bischicagolp.org
773-907-5000
www.bischicagolp.org/open-houses

Now Enrolling
Ages 2-11 
years old
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Gifting without the grunt-work
Nowadays it’s becoming more the norm to add a tangible 
something to a card. Some ideas to get you thinking:

n    Scratch-and-sniff stickers and temporary or nail tattoos

n    Colorful band aids — a kid- and parent-pleaser

n    Cookie cutters, which look good with ribbon and gift 
tag attached

n    UPS Forever Love or Peace stamps, to encourage mailing 
a valentine

n    A mini print that your child photographed

Extra credit: Develop a card that can become the gift itself, 
such as a fold-your-own paper airplane or crown, or color-
yourself bookmark.

Completing without coming unstuck
While there is so much that works for a valentine’s card, 
there are some rules to remember:
n    Candy or other food is best avoided. Many schools 

prohibit it because of allergies.
n    Cards or gifts should appeal to all members of the classroom
n   Always include everyone. It’s just nicer.
n   While it can be tempting to go all out, try to keep in 

mind generosity of spirit, not one-upmanship.

Extra credit: Check in with teachers ahead of time for any 
guidelines.

With a little forethought and a calm demeanor, these 
pointers should allow you to complete your project without 
having to pull an all-nighter — and ensure you all maintain 
that loving feeling.

Fiona Royer lives in Lincoln Park with her husband, Randall, and their 
three young children. Originally from the U.K. with a business and 
creative background, she now works in the Chicago philanthropic 
community. She believes that giving is the key to a fulfilling life and 
takes pleasure in helping considerate souls spread joy through the blog 
Presents Prose Politesse.

VALENTINE’S CARDS THAT WON’T  
BREAK YOUR HEART By Fiona Royer, NPN member since 2013

FEATURE

Valentine’s Day is such a fun highlight on the (endless) 
Chicago winter calendar. So why does the mere mention 
of it fill parents with dread? Having to create numerous 
inspired cards, with only somewhat cooperative offspring, 
can be daunting. Then there’s the added stress of comparing 
yourself to Pinterest perfection. Here are some tips and tricks 
to help you not only get through this project, but to maintain 
the light-hearted sentiment of the holiday, too.

Theming without the tears
We’ve all browsed those blogs that showcase insanely cute/
clever ideas but have stopped short of actually recreating them. 
Here are some pointers for navigating the mass of inspiration:

n    Do not allow yourself to be paralyzed into inaction. 
Remember, for every Martha Stewart wannabe there are 
thousands of other parents just like you.

n    Stick with something that will be of interest to your 
child, to encourage willing participation.

Extra credit: For those that really enjoy the creative element, 
determine a topic and focus on exploring just that.

Signing without the stress
With very small children your first concern is likely how to 
get them to sign their name on 25+ cards. Work-arounds:

n    Forming the first letter of a name only
n    Outlining the letters yourself, for tracing
n    Scanning and reproducing a crayoned original
n    Opting for a signature alternative such as a photo or 

self-portrait

Extra credit: Forward planners can order custom stamps 
with their child’s signature.

Personalizing without the panic
Personalizing doesn’t have to be all about the name. Have 
your little one add another touch. Easy solutions:

n    Providing colored paper heart shapes that your child  
can decorate

n    Utilizing finger or hand prints, with inks selected 
specifically for this purpose

n    Going all out with stickers and customizing  
generic valentines

n    Taking existing paintings and cutting them into 
beautiful, custom pieces

n    Printing a quote from your child about love
n    Sharing a favorite recipe with a photo of your child 

cooking/eating it

Extra credit: Have your child’s personal creation printed for 
a truly sharp look.

Photo courtesy Fiona Royer
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Tubing/Tobagganing
Tubing is offered at all of the resorts above. Wilmot has 22 
long lanes, while Christmas Mountain has Cyber Tubing at 
night. Not far away is Camp Maclean in Burlington, Wisc. 
(approximately 1.5-hour drive), which opens its unique 
toboggan run to the public on Sundays.  

Ice Skating & Hockey
Chicago Park District rinks, including the McCormick 
Tribune Ice Rink in Millennium Park and the Skating Ribbon 
at Maggie Daley Park, offer free ice skating (with rental 
fees). Gallagher Way in Wrigleyville operates an affordable 
skate program, and skate exhibitions as well as parties 
throughout the winter. A few tips for skating in the city:

n    Like skiing, investing in skates pays off. For toddlers, get 
Bobs — double-bladed skates that attach to shoes. Many 
skates for kids are adjustable up to four sizes.

n    Many rinks offer free lessons. Just ask!

Lastly, the Little Blackhawks Learn to Play Hockey program 
(held at various rinks around the city) provides first time 
participants FREE head-to-toe equipment, including skates.

Be on the lookout for events at all of the above locations. The 
Skating Ribbon hosted a Fire & Ice Festival last year including 
an exhibition, pyrotechnic performers, and free s’mores. 
How can anyone dread a season that involves s’mores?

Winter is in fact too short to enjoy everything the Chicago 
area has to offer, not to mention time for sledding and 
snowball fights. Winter is a time to be a kid with your kids! 
So bundle up, grab some hand warmers and embrace it. 
It’ll be over before you know it.

Debra Flanagan is the mother of an 11-year-old daughter, and a 

9-year-old son. She is a corporate travel strategy consultant working 

out of her home office in Wrigleyville. Debra recently launched the blog 

mymothersdaughter.online which discusses her passions for travelling 

and exploring the Chicago area with her family.

WINTER ACTIVITIES 
By Debra Flanagan, NPN member since 2009

FEATURE

While almost everyone I know east of the Mississippi dreads 
the winter, my family and I look forward to it. There is so 
much to do that can’t be enjoyed at any other time of year. 
Here are some of our favorites.

Skiing
Chicago may not have the Rockies, but it’s a great place 
to learn how to ski. Wilmot Mountain, on the Wisconsin 
border, offers plenty of beginner runs. They have a great 
and affordable ski school. For little more than babysitters 
cost, you can put your kids in group classes and enjoy adult 
time on the mountain. A few tips for Wilmot:

n    Register online in advance, particularly for equipment, 
as rental lines can be long. If you think skiing could 
potentially be a family hobby, invest in equipment. It 
pays for itself quickly. Buy boots online and join a trade-
in community at the end of the season.

n    Wilmot has a large food court and a nice tavern called 
Walt’s. Make a reservation at Walt’s as soon as you arrive 
for later in the day.

n    In February, check out Ski Girls Rock: a 2-day program 
that mirrors the best ski programs in the country.

Alternatively, venture to the Wisconsin Dells. Cascade 
Mountain offers free skiing for kids and a bit more challenge. 
If you wind up staying at Mt. Olympus, in addition to the 
free indoor waterpark and amusement park, skiing and 
tubing are free for all guests at Christmas Mountain. I 
recommend going for the winter carnival. 

In fact, all the mountains above have a winter carnival that 
includes bounce houses, night-time ski parades, fireworks, live 
music, and silly ski competitions. Finally, The Grand Geneva 
resort in Lake Geneva also has its own ski hill and carnival.

WINTER IS IN FACT TOO SHORT TO ENJOY 
EVERYTHING THE CHICAGO AREA HAS TO  
OFFER, NOT TO MENTION TIME FOR SLEDDING 
AND SNOWBALL FIGHTS.

Photo courtesy Debra Flanagan
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WORKING MOMS 
HAPPY HOUR
Thursday February 21, 2019
5–7pm @ Leo Burnett

For all you moms juggling kids and careers,  
take a load off at our hosted happy hour!

RSVP via npnparents.org/calendar

SAVE THE DATE


